Abstract. We prove that odd perfect numbers not divisible by 3 have at least eleven distinct prime factors.
If 31 TV, then Kanold (1949) proved that co(TV) s= 9, and the author (1977, [4] ) proved that to(TV) > 10.
In this paper we prove Theorem. If N is OP and3\N, then <o(TV) > 11.
2. In the remainder of this paper we assume that TV is OP and 10 TV= ]\pf, i=i where p/s are primes, 5 </>,<•■• <pxo and a/s are positive integers, and we will get a contradiction. We write pf11| TV and a¡ = V (N).
The following lemmas were proved in [4] and [7] : Lemma 1. Supposepa \\ TV. Then (a) All a's are even except for one a in which case a =p = 1(4). We write tr for p. The proof of the next lemma is similar to that of Lemma 6 in [4] .
Lemma 4. px = 5, p2 = 7, p3 = 11, p4 < 17, p5 < 23, p6 < 37, p-, < 107, p9 > 139, pw 3= 100129. Ifp1 2* 103, thenps *£ 113. The next lemma is due to McDaniel [6] .
Lemma 9. Suppose a>2,a+ 1 is a prime, andp is a prime. ia)Ifp2\ai5a),thenp>229. The proof of the next two lemmas is easy.
Lemma 15. // q is a prime, q\ a(/?,"■) for some Ki^7 with a, < a(/?,), and if q < p-j, then q = 2 or q -/?, /or some 1 < t < 7.
Lemma 16. Suppose M = W1i=xpb' and L = M •\\rj=xq'j' where q¡ is a prime, 1j > Pn Qj I aipf') for some 1 < i < 7 vví'rA A, < a(/?¿),»/,<••• < »7,., and Cj is the minimum allowable power of q¿ determined by Lemma 1. If there is no such q¡, then r = 0 and the product is defined tobe 1. 77it?« (a)r^3 analog 5(L) < log 2. The proof of the next lemma is also easy.
Lemma 18. Suppose M = II?= ,/?*', q = max{/?| /? is a prime and log S(M) + log Sip") > log2 where a is the minimum allowable power of p) and r = min{p \ p is a prime and log SiM) + 9 • 10"9 + log /?/(/? -1) < log2}. Then q </?I0 < r; in 
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